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action.1 Josephus connects the appearance of the Zealots as
a party with a movement that followed the deposition of
Archelaus and the reduction of Judaea to the status of a Roman
province, about a.b. 6 or 7, a movement probably provoked by
the census which Quirinius ordered at that time. A certain
Galilean named Judas of Gamala 2 joined forces with a Pharisee
called Sadduk and rose in revolt. He tried to stir the people to
an insurrection, but only succeeded in mustering a few armed
bands. The Romans dealt drastically with them and speedily
suppressed the revolt, whose leaders were slain in battle 3; but
the feelings and the attitude of mind that lay behind their rising
seems to have persisted after their deaths, and to have given
birth to the Zealot faction, Josephus classifies it as the fourth
aspect or category of Jewish philosophy 4; and he describes
Judas, the leader of this particular school, as a notable sophist.5
I have no great faith in this account, which is characterized
by a very widespread tendency among classical authors, that of
making a single individual responsible for a collective movement.
The probability is that the establishment of direct Roman rule
on Jewish territory brought nationalist feeling in Palestine to
boiling-point and set up the state of permanent unrest which
characterized the Zealots and made them ready for any sort of
headstrong action. Not long afterwards the Zealots, who, like
the other groups mentioned in this chapter, must have repre-
sented rather an attitude of mind than an organized faction,
began to employ terrorist methods against the adherents of
Rome and all those suspected of laxity in religion, going so
far as to stab openly in the streets anyone whom they thought
it expedient to remove.6 This is why they are also known
as sicarii, or " assassins.'*7 Later on their fervour played a
leading part in the Great Revolt, and in the meantime it fostered
banditry in the parts of the country which favoured it,
and gave the Roman police much trouble.8 Thus, although
1	CCLXXVIII, loc. cit. :   die Manner der Praxis.
2	EB, art. Judas of Galilee.
3	Such are the feeble glimmerings which seem to emerge from B.J.,
ii, 8,1 i ii. 17, 8 ; vii, 8,1, and from Ant,, xviii, 1,1; xviii, 1,6; xx, 5, 2,
etc.
4	Jos., Ant.,  xviii,  1,  1 :   el ye  xal 'lovdag  xal  Zdddovxoz
$i}»QGQ<p[av Inslffaxzov ^jlilv eyslQavreg.
5	Jos., J5.J.J ii, 8, 1 :   croqpwrrfc Idias algscrecat; . . . aoquarf
6	Jos., Ant., xx, 8, 10.
7	LXXV", i? 574.
8	CCLXXVIU, ii, 404, seems to connect them with all the movements
of which we have any knowledge about the time of the birth of Chris-
tianity and during the years before it.

